
 

 
 

 
 

The Mysterious Treasure 

Herbert Hamak 

 

Curated by Hélène de Franchis and Paola Marini
 

Museo Lapidario Maffeiano | 28 Piazza

16 October - 13 December 2015 
 

Opening: Friday 16 October 2015 at 7.30
 
 

On the occasion of the eleventh edition of ArtVerona, 

Museums and Monuments of the City of Verona, together with Veronafiere, has organised a 

by Herbert Hamak at the Museo Lapidario Maffeiano titled 

by Emilio Salgari. In one of the most ancient European public museums Herbert Hamak will, 

Salgari suggested by ArtVerona 2015's for collateral shows
extraordinary eighteenth century museum near Piazza Brà. His works in resin, which enclose tiny objects and coloured 

pigments, alternate with the precious remains conserved in the museum's rooms, whi

evoke the outline of the ancient city wall, of which a segment is visible in the museum's basement.
 

In 2007 Hamak was invited to make a work specifically for the monumental Castelvecchio castle to mark the 
reopening of the walkways along the battlements. 

works inserted between the crenelations of the wall around the castle courtyard. After some years, and almost as 

though to round off that installation, Hamak ha

Maffei stone inscriptions museum at the point where the very walls he had earlier worked on in 2007 continued. But 

here in the museum garden Hamak has acted in two ways

fascinating space, he allows the underlying wall to re

hardly visible, almost hidden, as are the foundations of the ancient city walls of which a portion can be

museum's basement. On the other hand, the beam that will be leant against the wall is nothing other than one of the 

blue lances that were placed along the walkway and that reappears here 
 

The dialogue with the architecture of the place will be further expressed in the artist's intervention on the museum's 

first floor terrace, an intervention conceived to be seen from outside the building. Here a series of blue blocks 

same ones used for the 2003 installation on the facade of Atri cathedral where they 'adorned' the facade to give it the 

appearance of a religious book – “embrace

artist's idea of a tribute to a treasure/place of the city and to “

Castelvecchio in 2007. 

The relationship between internal and external space and between private and open space continues in the 

rooms; here the highly contextualised 
to the journey to beyond: so here are some remains conserved in resin to remind us of what Herbert Hamak has 

defined as «discovery and conservation on the one hand, and the moment

genesis of the intuition of expressive forms, on the other

that what is fascinating is the mystery more than the revelation of the object conser

«[...] Hamak literally 'constructs' the mystery, and just by doing this he puts to use an unusual ability because, strictly 

speaking, a mystery is not constructed but 'is'. Instead, by immersing something in resin, there is estab

that, in reality, consists only of a few centimetres of semitransparent resin but which, in our imagination, consists more of

time than of space, and it places the object in the area of fantasy. The lack of an instantaneous identificati

fact, allows our imagination to build more hypotheses about its nature, as well as more narrative levels, by starting from 

its physical state; it is this very strange contradiction between the perception of a simple situation (an object

a block of resin) and possible imaginative constructions (Where does it come from? Why is it imprisoned? For how long?... 

and last, but paradoxically the least important, What is it?) that establish, not only the mystery of the object, but t

mystery of an art that manages to construct mysteries.

doing so explicitly indicates a kind of 'beginning' (Alpha is the first letter of the Greek alphabet), one that, in this case

though, ought to be a 'new beginning', given his notable earlier activity which, what is more, has always been interpreted 

and there was no reason not to - as an example of abstract minimalism concretized in a form or colour.
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Opening: Friday 16 October 2015 at 7.30 pm 

On the occasion of the eleventh edition of ArtVerona, Studio la Città, in collaboration with the Directorate of the Art 

Museums and Monuments of the City of Verona, together with Veronafiere, has organised a 

he Museo Lapidario Maffeiano titled The Mysterious Treasure, after a well

In one of the most ancient European public museums Herbert Hamak will, 

Salgari suggested by ArtVerona 2015's for collateral shows, dialogue with the "hidden" or visible treasures of the 

extraordinary eighteenth century museum near Piazza Brà. His works in resin, which enclose tiny objects and coloured 

pigments, alternate with the precious remains conserved in the museum's rooms, while in its garden various elements 

evoke the outline of the ancient city wall, of which a segment is visible in the museum's basement.

In 2007 Hamak was invited to make a work specifically for the monumental Castelvecchio castle to mark the 
e walkways along the battlements. Ultramarinblau Dunkel Pb 29.77007

works inserted between the crenelations of the wall around the castle courtyard. After some years, and almost as 

though to round off that installation, Hamak has now intervened again with a site-specific work 

at the point where the very walls he had earlier worked on in 2007 continued. But 

has acted in two ways. On the one hand, in close correlation with the site's 

fascinating space, he allows the underlying wall to re-emerge with an eye to rediscovering the memory of what is 
, almost hidden, as are the foundations of the ancient city walls of which a portion can be

museum's basement. On the other hand, the beam that will be leant against the wall is nothing other than one of the 

that were placed along the walkway and that reappears here to underline this reference

The dialogue with the architecture of the place will be further expressed in the artist's intervention on the museum's 

first floor terrace, an intervention conceived to be seen from outside the building. Here a series of blue blocks 

r the 2003 installation on the facade of Atri cathedral where they 'adorned' the facade to give it the 

embrace” the balustrade for the whole length of the museum's terrace to render the 

sure/place of the city and to “colour the city” itself, as he had started to do in 

The relationship between internal and external space and between private and open space continues in the 

intervention is a tribute both to the journey written about by Salgari, and 
: so here are some remains conserved in resin to remind us of what Herbert Hamak has 

discovery and conservation on the one hand, and the moment of materialisation of the artist's idea, of the 

genesis of the intuition of expressive forms, on the other». With regard to these new works, Marco Meneguzzo has observed 

that what is fascinating is the mystery more than the revelation of the object conserved in the block of resin

[...] Hamak literally 'constructs' the mystery, and just by doing this he puts to use an unusual ability because, strictly 

speaking, a mystery is not constructed but 'is'. Instead, by immersing something in resin, there is estab

that, in reality, consists only of a few centimetres of semitransparent resin but which, in our imagination, consists more of

time than of space, and it places the object in the area of fantasy. The lack of an instantaneous identificati

fact, allows our imagination to build more hypotheses about its nature, as well as more narrative levels, by starting from 

its physical state; it is this very strange contradiction between the perception of a simple situation (an object

a block of resin) and possible imaginative constructions (Where does it come from? Why is it imprisoned? For how long?... 

and last, but paradoxically the least important, What is it?) that establish, not only the mystery of the object, but t

mystery of an art that manages to construct mysteries. "Hamak has called this group of new works 'Point Alpha' and in 

doing so explicitly indicates a kind of 'beginning' (Alpha is the first letter of the Greek alphabet), one that, in this case

gh, ought to be a 'new beginning', given his notable earlier activity which, what is more, has always been interpreted 

as an example of abstract minimalism concretized in a form or colour.

 
 

 

, in collaboration with the Directorate of the Art 

Museums and Monuments of the City of Verona, together with Veronafiere, has organised a site-specific installation 
, after a well-known story 

In one of the most ancient European public museums Herbert Hamak will, following ideas about 

, dialogue with the "hidden" or visible treasures of the 

extraordinary eighteenth century museum near Piazza Brà. His works in resin, which enclose tiny objects and coloured 

le in its garden various elements 

evoke the outline of the ancient city wall, of which a segment is visible in the museum's basement. 

In 2007 Hamak was invited to make a work specifically for the monumental Castelvecchio castle to mark the 
Ultramarinblau Dunkel Pb 29.77007 was the result, a series of 

works inserted between the crenelations of the wall around the castle courtyard. After some years, and almost as 

specific work in the garden of the 
at the point where the very walls he had earlier worked on in 2007 continued. But 

in close correlation with the site's 

with an eye to rediscovering the memory of what is 
, almost hidden, as are the foundations of the ancient city walls of which a portion can be seen in the 

museum's basement. On the other hand, the beam that will be leant against the wall is nothing other than one of the 

to underline this reference. 

The dialogue with the architecture of the place will be further expressed in the artist's intervention on the museum's 

first floor terrace, an intervention conceived to be seen from outside the building. Here a series of blue blocks - the 

r the 2003 installation on the facade of Atri cathedral where they 'adorned' the facade to give it the 

the balustrade for the whole length of the museum's terrace to render the 

itself, as he had started to do in 

The relationship between internal and external space and between private and open space continues in the museum 

intervention is a tribute both to the journey written about by Salgari, and 
: so here are some remains conserved in resin to remind us of what Herbert Hamak has 

of materialisation of the artist's idea, of the 

Marco Meneguzzo has observed 

ved in the block of resin. 

[...] Hamak literally 'constructs' the mystery, and just by doing this he puts to use an unusual ability because, strictly 

speaking, a mystery is not constructed but 'is'. Instead, by immersing something in resin, there is established a 'distance' 

that, in reality, consists only of a few centimetres of semitransparent resin but which, in our imagination, consists more of 

time than of space, and it places the object in the area of fantasy. The lack of an instantaneous identification of the thing, in 

fact, allows our imagination to build more hypotheses about its nature, as well as more narrative levels, by starting from 

its physical state; it is this very strange contradiction between the perception of a simple situation (an object imprisoned in 

a block of resin) and possible imaginative constructions (Where does it come from? Why is it imprisoned? For how long?... 

and last, but paradoxically the least important, What is it?) that establish, not only the mystery of the object, but the very 

"Hamak has called this group of new works 'Point Alpha' and in 

doing so explicitly indicates a kind of 'beginning' (Alpha is the first letter of the Greek alphabet), one that, in this case 

gh, ought to be a 'new beginning', given his notable earlier activity which, what is more, has always been interpreted - 

as an example of abstract minimalism concretized in a form or colour. 
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"Here, though, everything seems overturned due to the presence of objects or images which apparently become the 

protagonists of the work. This justifies the new starting point indicated by the title which underlines the break with an 

earlier part of Hamak's history. But having overcome a first moment of conceptual dismay (which all of us who know his 

earlier work have certainly felt...) at seeing him give up concepts of form, colour, and geometry and replace them with 

images, metaphors, and narratives, our consideration should be given to the real protagonist of this renewal: the block of 

resin. In fact it is this that triggers metaphors, that constructs the time of the narrative, that stages the mystery - far more 

so than the object enclosed within it. [...]». 

 

 

Herbert Hamak was born in 1952 in Unterfranken. He lives and works in Hammelburg, Germany. 

He has exhibited in some of the most important museums and galleries in Italy and abroad. 

Among these are the following solo shows, including the latest: 

L’insostenibile leggerezza del colore, Perlartecontemporanea, Lugano (2015); Point Alpha, con testo di/with text by 

Marco Meneguzzo, Studio la Città, Verona (2015); Galerie Tanit, Munich (2013); A Bunch of Roses, Studio la Città, Verona 

(2013); Galerie Xippas, Paris (2013); Galería Xavier Fiol, Palma de Mallorca (2011); Museum Haus Lange, Krefeld, 

curated by Martin Hentschel (2010); Geukens & de Vil, Knokke (2009); Galleria Traghetto, Venice (2009); Anima ed 

Esattezza, 2000 & Novecento, Reggio Emilia (2009); Studio la Città, Verona (2008); Sebastian Guinnes Gallery, Dublin 

(2008); Archiginnasio, Bologna (2008); Oltre, Galleria Civica G. Segantini, Arco (2007); Ultramarinblau Dunkel Pb 

29.77007, Museo di Castelvecchio, Verona (2007); Galerie Christian Roellin, St. Gallen, Switzerland (2006); Geukens & 

De Vil Contemporary Art, Knokke-Zoute, Belgium (2006); Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice (2006); Galerie Xippas, 

Paris (2005); Studio Visconti, Milan (2005); Kunsthalle Mannheim, Mannheim (2005); Kenji Taki Gallery, Tokyo and 

Nagoya (2005).  

 

The MUSEO LAPIDARIO MAFFEIANO, the Maffei stone inscriptions museum, is in the very centre of Verona. It dates from 

about halfway through the eighteenth century and is one of the oldest European public museums. Its name is indissolubly 

linked to Scipione Maffei (1675-1755), an important Veronese scholar and man of learning who was also well-

known abroad for the versatility and multiplicity of his interests in various branches of knowledge. 

The choice of the place for exhibiting Maffei's stone inscriptions was not accidental: this was the courtyard of the 

Accademia Filarmonica, of which the scholar had been an authoritative member since 1701. In this place, since the first 

decades of the seventeenth century, there had been grouped together numerous inscriptions belonging to private Veronese 

collectors. Scipione Maffei decided to increase the number of works conserved  by the Accademia and searched out 

and bought many other epigraphs. The current disposition of the museum, organised by Lanfranco Franzoni, only 

partially mirrors the original one by Maffei due to Franzoni's reduction of the courtyard area and the construction of three 

floors above the portico in the twentieth century. The arrangement of the collections was by the architect Arrigo Rudi, and 

it was inaugurated in 1982. 

 

 

Information: 

Museo Maffeiano, phone +39 045 590087 – www.museomaffeiano.comune.verona.it 

Studio La Città, phone + 39 045 597549 – email ufficiostampa@studiolacitta.it - www.studiolacitta.it 

 

Opening hours: 

Tuesday through Sunday from 8.30 am to 2 pm; the ticket office closes at 1.15 pm 

Saturday from 8.30 am to 7.30 pm; the ticket office closes at 6.45 pm 

 

Museum entrance tickets: 

Full ticket: €4.50; group reduction (over 15 persons), special terms, for those over 60: €3; school reductions (from 

primary schools to upper secondary schools) and children (8-14, only if accompanied): €1; full price: €11; aggregate 

Maffeiano and Arena museums, reduced price: €8; aggregate Maffeiano and Castelvecchio museums, full price: €7; 

aggregate Maffeiano and Castelvecchio museums, reduced price: €5; free: Veronese residents over 65; the disabled and 

their escorts; Verona Card. 

Those possessing an ArtVerona ticket will be offered a special price. 

 

Guided tours: Sunday 18 October at 10 am. 


